PROBLEM
Educational organization, SkyView Academy, was facing several issues that revolved around reporting and cost management. They were struggling to see the sources of their costs. This was exacerbated by a suspected abuse of printer privileges by using color print while in most cases black-and-white was sufficient. The IT department was also spending too much time with issues emanating from outdated MFPs.

SOLUTION
Installing Kyocera devices along with MyQ Solution has helped SkyView Academy see significant improvements regarding secure document management. It enabled setting up predefined printing policies for teachers and faculty staff, which can now be managed by department. It also allowed for setting up individual printing rights and personalized access to different features, including single-click scans.

BENEFITS
MyQ helped SkyView Academy reduce costs dramatically and secured their print jobs. Users now have a very intuitive UI in which they can effortlessly select and perform functions. The IT staff have been enabled to track printing activity by departments and by devices, as well as set up quotas per user.

KEY POINTS
• Cost savings
• Setting up different printing privileges for users
• Reporting and control for IT staff thanks to interactive admin dashboard
• Streamlined usability

WE’RE LOW ON TONER IN THE TEACHER’S ROOM.
AGAIN? I CHANGED IT A WEEK AGO...
GOOD, THESE NEW RULES ARE SAVING US A LOT OF MONEY.

CLICKS WHEN SCANNING
10 → 1
COLOR PRINT COSTS SAVED

www.myq-solution.com